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The David Miner 

Communiqué 
  

Winter 2019 

In our first Communiqué of the year, we wish everyone 

all the best for a Healthy and Happy 2019. David and 

Dorinda spent two weeks enjoying the Philippines this  

January. While there, they visited Manila, hiked up the 

Taal Volcano at Tagaytay, and relaxed for a few days at 

a resort in Palawan — What a beautiful country! 

Kiran and Amelia rang in the New Year by moving their 

young family to Mississauga, where they recently 

purchased a home.  

 

 

 

 

Much of their free time of late, has been spent 

unpacking boxes and getting settled with the girls in 

their new home. 

Markets in the last quarter of 2018 were more 

volatile than usual. The DOW and S&P 500 posted 

their worst December performances since 1931, only 

to be followed by their best January in over 20 years.  

Virtually all major pension plan portfolios saw 

modestly negative performance in 2018, which was 

in line with the typical client investment account. 

According to the MLS, even the Toronto real estate 

market saw average home prices decline 4.3%. 

 

Most ‘load’ funds available on a  
“no-load” basis. 

 

Winter is Waning (Hopefully)! 

 

David Miner, BSc, MBA, FCSI 
 

#503—1243 Islington Ave. 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M8X 1Y9 

 

Phone: 647-776-2475 
Toll-free: 1-866-93-MINER 

Fax: 647-260-1735 
 

davidminer@davidminer.ca 
www.davidminer.ca 
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Do not save what is 
left after spending, 
but spend what is 
left after saving.  

 

-Warren Buffet 

David heading back to the airport  
in Palawan, Philippines. 

Market Commentary  
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Most (if not all) of that negative  

performance in late 2018 has been offset by 

an extremely strong start to 2019. Looking 

at price/earnings valuations for markets 

around the globe, there is plenty of reason 

to be optimistic about the future. 

Years like 2018, with negative performance 

over the full calendar year are fairly 

common, although we have been fortunate 

enough to have avoided one since 2011. 

Should periodic market pull-backs be cause 

for concern? The short answer is “No”. The 

best market returns often follow on the 

heels of more significant market declines 

and history tells us that markets values 

inevitably increase over time. 

A good analogy for volatility in financial markets is in-flight turbulence as anyone who has 

flown is familiar with this phenomenon. To some passengers this is an unnerving or “white 

knuckle” experience, many are able to remain calm while the truly experienced flyer considers 

this a non-event.  One should bear in mind the wisdom of the experienced flyer when thinking 

about their investments – stocks, bonds, real estate etc. will all generally appreciate with time, 

but periods of “turbulence” can be expected along the way. 

Canadians are fortunate to have a variety of tax-efficient investment structures available to 

them and we want to illuminate the “why now?” of RRSPs and the power of compound growth 

as demonstrated by the time-value of money. 

Let’s use an example. Two investors, who both contribute $100 every month to their respective 

RRSPs and take a ‘set it and forget it’ approach – neither making withdrawals or additional  

contributions until they retire at age 65.   

Investor A starts at age 20, Investor B at age 40. Assuming an annual 7% rate of return, 

Investor A retires with $379,259 while Investor B, retires with only $81,007. Investor A retires 

with $298,252 more to their name at age 65! 

Obviously, Investor A contributed $100 per month for an additional 20 years (total of $24,000 

more invested), but due to the that money being invested sooner and the growth being allowed 

to compound on itself for longer, Investor A can enjoy significantly better financial freedom in 

retirement. 

Kiran and Amelia celebrating Maya’s first birthday.  

 

RRSPs: Why Now? 
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To drive the point home, let’s include Investor C, who only begins contributing to an RRSP at 

age 50. In order for Investor C to retire at age 65 with the same amount as Investor A, Investor 

C would have to contribute $1,196 each month for the remaining 15 years. By starting later, 

Investor C would need to invest $215,280 compared to Investor A’s lifetime contribution of 

only $54,000. The benefits of starting early are tremendous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some Simple Household Budget Ideas for Today to Create a Better Tomorrow: 

Starting early and letting your money work for you is a critical component of making your 

retirement savings objectives easier to accomplish. It is not always easy to execute a plan like 

this when we have rent/mortgage obligations, car loan/lease payments, child care or tuition 

costs, credit card bills etc. Life is expensive! 

What does saving an extra $100 per month look like? 

 Cut out 18 Starbucks Grande Pumpkin Spice Lattes (or your favourite seasonal coffee 
beverage) each month.  

 “Brown bag” 17 lunches. At an estimated cost of $4, versus $10 at a food court, you can 
save about $6 per meal by preparing your own lunch. These savings are more significant if 
you consider the impact of eating out for breakfast and dinner!  

 Use flyers, coupons and grocery rewards! They add up, especially for families. Coupons and 
rewards on diapers, clothes, veggies, meat, can easily amount to $100 each month. Cash 
back credit cards, when used responsibly (ie. paying outstanding balances in full each 
month), can also put a lot of cash back in your hands each year. 

 DIY manicures and pedicures. After tax and tip, it’s easy to spend at least $50/visit!  

 

With a little creativity and effort, $100 in monthly savings is easy to achieve! 

Pay Yourself First! 
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Mutual funds are provided through FundEX Investments Inc. The opinions offered herein are those of David Miner & Associates and unless 
otherwise indicated, are not the opinions of FundEX Investments Inc. or any other party. Mutual fund performances reflect changes in share 
value and reinvestment of all dividends but do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution, or optional charges or income taxes which 
may reduce returns. Fees and expenses are associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual 
funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Mutual funds are not insured by the 
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other deposit insurer and are not guaranteed.  

This time of year people are bombarded by reminders that they’re running out of time to make 
an RRSP contribution for 2018. Often and without thinking we make at least some 
contribution to ease the guilt associated with ignoring our retirement. RRSPs are fantastic 
investment vehicles for Canadians that combine the powers of tax savings (for amounts 
contributed, either immediately or deferred) and tax-free growth (since we’re only taxed on 
amounts withdrawn from an RRSP). Moreover, the general set-it-and-forget-it approach allows 
compound growth to really go to work on your retirement savings. But is an RRSP always the 
right answer? Surprisingly this is one of the more frequent considerations discussed with 
clients when strategizing over where to invest; short-term cash flow needs (an impending 
home or automobile purchase, vacations etc.), swings in annual earnings (new job, parental 
leaves, time outside the workforce etc.) or the need for that “rainy day fund” are all reasons to 
consider topping up your TFSA first. Below is a quick summary of the key factors one should 
consider when debating between the two: 

 

 

 

 

 

Not sure what is the best strategy for you? The answer is rarely black and white. Contact us! 
We are here to help. 

 

 

 

 

 

RRSPs vs. TFSAs 

Deadline for RSP Contributions for the 2018 Tax Year is Friday, March 1, 2019. Please make 
cheques payable to FundEX Investments Inc. in Trust and ensure they are received in our office 
no later than March 1, 2019 at 4 pm. Cheques received prior to the deadline and post-dated up 
to March 1, 2019 will be accepted. 

Points of Consideration RRSP TFSA

Tax-Free Growth? a a

Contribution Room Not Dependent on Earned Income? r a

Contributions Tax-Deductible? a r

Tax-Free Withdrawals? r a

Able to Re-Contribute Amounts Withdrawn? r a

Adults can Contribute at Any Age? r a  

With friends enjoying a leisurely 
champagne breakfast in Manila to 

celebrate Dorinda’s birthday.  


